Press
Lively and colourful BollyDance transports the Indian way of life. It is not surprising
that the unique concept has found great media response and a lot of interested c lients.
Publications are found in magazines like Brigitte, Fit for Fun, Freundin, ISHQ, Vital,
Vive or newspapers like Die Welt, ZEIT, Hamburger Abendblatt and the TV channels
arte, RTL II, Sat 1.

The following international celebrities and clients gave their events
an exotic flair with Pari Productions Shows:
> Roberto Blanco for his birthday
> Wempe clock presentation at the Sony Centre Berlin
> TUI World Show
> EDEL Music
> BollyDanceCircus Show in Wintergarden Variety Berlin
> Taj Mahal Show, international Lawyers Convention at Albert Hall in Brussels
> Plan international Gala in the Opera Hamburg show to „Chaiyya Chaiyya”
from the Indian blockbuster „Dil se“ sung by Shweta Shetty
> Shows & Artists GmbH at Lembach Restaurant Munich
> XXL Convention 2009 Gran Canaria, BollyDance courses
> As a judge together with Loona and Manisha Koirala for the first bollywood dance
contest at Bollywood & beyond Festival in Stuttgart.
> Shooting for short bollywood movie „Crazy in Love“
> Maharaja Palace Show for „Sennheiser“ at Hannover Zoo
> Beautycompetition Miss/Mister Hamburg at Hamburg town hall
> Bookings for Bollywoodfilms such as followed: Karma, Aap Kaa Surror, Disneyproduction „Hexe Lilli 2 - Die Reise nach Mandolan“, shortfilm „Crazy in Love“

PARI PRODUCTIONS
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Pari Productions

Pari Productions

Tatjana Wegner
Isebekstr. 20
22769 Hamburg
+ 49 (0)40. 82 24 28 59
+ 49 (0)172. 514 49 48
www.PARI-PRODUCTIONS.COM
t.wegner@pari-productions.com

SHOW - CONCEPTS AND STATE OF THE ART SOLUTIONS!

Booking: pari@pari-productions.com

ENJOY THE EMOTIONAL ART OF SHOW & EVENT ENTERTAINMENT!

SHOW & EVENT PRODUCTION / AGENCY FOR FILM AND MUSIC VIDEOS
BOLLYWOOD DANCING & ACTING / CASTING & EDUCATION / LICENSES
WELLNESS TRENDS & BODY MIND & SPIRIT STYLES, PERSONAL COACHING

Pari Productions offers a wide spectrum of dance classes and coaching programmes like:
Indian Spirit

Elements of yoga, modern dance, Qi Gong, Tai Chi, Eastern martial arts, dance and trance
dance therapy
BollyDance

A dynamic workout and a mixture of elements of classical dance, aerobic and Hip-Hop as well
as modern Bollywood-dance. The workout includes a brief introduction into Indian pop culture,
a warm-up and choreographies which are typical of Bollywood movies
Bolly Hip

Introduction
Pari

Bollywood (Bombay + Hollywood) is the
heart of the booming Indian film industry
with more than 800 productions a year.
Millions of spectators are enchanted by
these emotional films in magnificent settings, currently gaining popularity in Germany and many other European countries.
Expensive Bollywood dancing and singing
scenes with fantastic costumes are a highlight. They are often performed by dozens
of dancers.This dance of life is a combination of Indian temple dance, jazz / modern
dance, oriental dance, hip-hop and bhangra - a music that just goes into the blood.

Tatjana Wegner (Pari) was the first, who
brought BollyDance to Germany. She has
developed various training programmes
like BollyDance, Indian Spirit or Bhangra
Workout and founded the first professional
BollyDance Company in Europe. Bollywood
film producers became interested in Tatjana Wegner’s stage shows which led to close
cooperations with Bollywood film productions in India. In this way she became an
established and successful choreographer
for the currently booming trend. She is a
professional ballet dancer and teacher. She
has danced since she was four and has
been a performing artist in ballet, musicals
at home and abroad since the age of 16.
Trained in classical Indian dance, inspired
by numerous trips to India and influenced
by Bollywood films, Tatjana Wegner has
developed her own concept for the BollyDance courses.
Bollywood means “joy of life”, we are happy to bring it to you!
Namaste!

is a combination of Indian influences (Bolly) with a focus on work with the hip (Hip). The result is
a fitness dance movement with a unique vibrant and dynamic workout. This training is based on
rhythmic music from the genres of Bollywood, Bhangra, Oriental with a tendency to CrossOver
and the sounds of various drums in the foreground.
Bhangra Dance

Bhangra has its origins in a folkloristic dance of the North Indian region of Punjab. This new
dancestyle is a mix of folk dance, hip-hop, areobic which stands for a focus on shoulder and leg
training. Therefore it is very effective for fatburning as well as a good cardio-training supporting
the ability of coordination.
Ballet Workout

Ballet movements such as Plies, Tendus, Jette, Attitudes and Arabesques combined with elements of aerobics and fitness form the basis of this workout. The emphasis is on learning the
movements and positions of classical ballet techniques.
Yoga Dance

This workout combines elements of classical yoga with dynamic dance parts to create a flowing
training.There are no breaks of the slow movements which improve flexibility, posture, balance
and strength.

Wellfit coaching

Aeroballet
Children’s ballet
Contact improvisation
Modern dance
Pilates
Qi Gong Dancing
Back gymnastics
Salsa dance
Dance therapy
Universal Yoga
Hatha Yoga

Pari Productions
presents:
Fabulous flair and emotions like in a fairytale for your event.
Dancers, musicians and artists inspire your guests with magical and sensual impressions.
A customized show according to your ideas guarantees an
authentic and individual event!
We look forward to hearing from you and inform you personally about our repertoire!

Pari Casting Agency
and the Indian
Film Industry

The photos were taken at the production of the
movie “Aap Kaa Surroor” in Cologne, Germany.
The Bollydance Company made a large contribution to the movie. Pari Casting Agency did the
casting for the Bollywood production. It was the
first major Indian film production in Germany.
The shooting took place in Germany in March
2007. Since 2008 our castings for film productions have constantly been increasing. As a result, we have many great new artists and cast
in our database. Pari Productions coordinated
the castings for the Indian Lounge in 2004 at the
„Bambi“ award as a partner of Loerke communication in Hamburg. Some of these castings were
covered by the NDR TV channel or the magazine
„Bild der Frau“. Since that she is the first German supporter of international Bollywoodfilmand stageproductions such as: “India, India”,
which was an Indian circus show, “Hexe Lilli 2”
or the amusement park “Holiday Park”. Furthermore, in 2010 she has had an appointment as
member of the judgement panel besides the patroness Loona (Jury Popstars) und Manisha Koirala the at the dance competition of the festival
“Bollywood and beyond“.

Shows offered by
the BollyDance Company
The BollyDance Company is the product of the creative output of
Tatjana Wegner in cooperation with some experienced choreographers and
trainers. It has various different shows in its portofolio:
BollyDance Circus Show
Traditional Bollywood Indian classical choreography and circus arts dazzling
viewers with their beauty and magical atmosphere. Duration:
60-90 minutes (with intermission)
Taj Mahal Show
The history of the most important Indian sanctuary, the Taj Mahal temple
embedded in a colourful show. Duration: 45-60 minutes
Indian Celebration
A grand gala show, put together and choreographed according to any special
occasion and circumstances. Duration: by agreement
“Dhom dhom” or ‘’Crazy’’- the modern Bolly Shows
A whiff of erotic impression for your event that leaves its magical footsteps
of an exotic dream. Duration: 10 to 20 mins
Indian Dream
A whiff of erotic impression for your event that leaves its magical footsteps
of an exotic dream, Duration: 10 to 20 mins
Bollywood Fantasies
Authentic impressions of contemporary India combined with magical
impression of the ancient culture of India.

The photos were taken at the production of
the movie “Aap Kaa Surroor” in Cologne.
The Bollydance Company made a large
contribution to the movie.

Shows
In addition to its focus on Indian culture, the
company also represents other international
dance styles in their shows:
> Balletero
> Classical ballet
> Salsa & more
> Flamenco Fire: Flamenteras
> The modern Carmen
> A dance trip around the World
> Heaven and Earth
> Ballet goes Hip Hop & Breakdance
> Mexican Flair
> The Maya-Aztec show
> WW-Wild West Cowboy show
> Gala shows

